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New York Anchorman Addresses Alma Mater
by Ken Vaughn
"We use thousands of words
every day. They are tricky and imprecise. The trick in broadcasting
is to make it look easy." And with
these words of advice, Tony Prisendorf spent two hours explaining the television business to an
attentive audience of 45 or so people at the Campus Center fireplace
February 9th.
Prisendorf is currently a weekend anchorman and weeknight
news reporter for WNEW Channel
5 in New York. A graduate of Fairfield University in 1960, Prisendorf
came back to his alma mater to
warn students not to rush into
journalism or graduate schools for
a media profession. "A year or two
at a newspaper is good back-

ground for a television career. Today, we push people into the media too early out of school; they
are just thrust in. All the networks
care about is looks," said Prisendorf.
He continued by adding, "The
problem with news anchormen today is that they look like they
came out of the Ted Baxter
school. They have no experience
in street news coverage." An
average anchorman will write just
one or two stories a day, said
Prisendorf. "They are readers. The
only advantage of an anchorman
is that you make a lot of money."
What happens to many of these
people who immediately want to
enter the media is that they end up
anchoring the news in some small
television market in the midwest,

said Prisendorf. "Then they become a media gypsy, hopping
from market to market, hoping to
make it back to New York." Rather
than take this approach, he elaborated on his journey to Channel 5.
"After I left school, I went to the
Bergen County newspaper, The
Record. There I got a good understanding of civics that could be
applied to news reporting on any
level." Then, on what he termed a'
lucky break, Prisendorf went to be
an overseas correspondent in
Western Europe for the HeraldTribune. After returning to the
states to write in New York and
Washington, he received a job offer from WNBC-TV to become a
newscaster. He had a brief stay
with Channel 4 before taking a
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similar position at Channel 5. He
has been at WNEW for 10 years.
As far as his job goes, Prisendorf puts in a 10- to 12-hour work
day. On the average, he covers one
to two stories a day; "The trick is
to come up with your own story.
Otherwise, you may get the local
dog show," he commented. He
gets these stories by reading the
papers, calling a few news
sources, and then spending time
to secure a camera crew to go out
to the scene.
In advising people who may
want to enter the field, Prisendorf
said the field was very competitive
thanks to "the media gypsys of
the midwest coming back to New
York." He added that graduate
studies may not be very profitable.

"The teachers that work in Journalism school are not currently in
the business. You are better off
going to a newspaper and learning
from working professionals."
"It's a kind of job you got to
want to do. It's not an easy job,"
said Prisendorf. However, he added, "There are not many more
ways to have fun. It makes you
want to get up in the morning."
He concluded by stating, "The
thing that is sorely lacking in
broadcast journalism is writing.
We need all the help we can get."
He encouraged students to contact radio and television networks
and arrange internships to learn
the profession. The more background, the better your chances,
he summed up.
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Barakat to Leave Fairfield;

Head Coach Recommends Phelan

Basketball coach Fred Barakat, a fixture at Fairfield for the past 11
seasons, will step down effective May 31. A search committee to find a
replacement has been formed.

Students to Aid
RA Selection
by Bryan LeCierc
The names of the five students
on the RA selection committee
were recently submitted by the
FUSA Legislature. In other
business, the group approved
three new clubs on campus,
several new representatives, and
the policy towards the gym concerts for this semester.
Ken Vaughn, Laura Incerto, Lynda Sartorio, Peggy Summer and
Mary Ann Bonomo were picked as
the students on the committee for
selecting new RAs. Other members of the group include: Fr. Higgins; Fr. Allen; Fr. Cullen; Jackie
Beard, advisor to minority students; Marie Christopher and Lisa
Convissor, head RAs; Gary Stephenson, assistant housing director; and Phyllis Fitzpatrick, housing director for the university.
Interviews for prospective Resident Advisors will begin around
February 23 and conclude on April
24. Final announcements on those
students selected will take place
starting May 7.
In other business of the Legislature, three clubs were approved to

exist on campus. On Feb. 4 the
Society for the Advancement of
Management received its goahead. The Stags and Does, a
square dancing club, and KAOS,
formerly the assassins, followed
suit on Feb. 11.
Vacancies in the Legislature
saw Cathi Sullivan, an OCB, Nancy
Cavanaugh from Julie Hall, Bill
Curley from Gonzaga, and Kathy
Doherty from Regis get sworn in
as new members. Their term
began immediately.
In SEC news, the Michael Harrington talk in the Oak Room lost
$300. The Punk Nite was a sellout
and a success that saw SEC breaking even. Because of this there are
plans for having another "theme
night" this semester instead of
the usual type of Oakroom. Students can go to be seen, not just
to see and not be a part of it.
The Legislature approved $7000
and $12,500 for the two concerts
in the gym this semester. Questionnaires will soon be passed out
in order to see what types of
groups the students want to see.

by Patrick Reap
At a press conference last Wednesday afternoon, head basketball
coach and assistant athletic director Fred Barakat announced that
he will not renew his contract for
next year. Athletic director C. Donald Cook and Vice President of
Student Services William Schimpf
are presently forming a search
committee to find a replacement
for Barakat, who is finishing his
eleventh year at Fairfield.
In a prepared statement that
Barakat read at the conference, he
stated, "During each of the past
several years, I have received
numerous offers for coaching
positions at many fine universities
as well as attractive offers from
the business world in sports
related areas. While I have declined them each year because I have
always been happy in my work
here at Fairfield, in the past two
years these offers have become increasingly attractive to me.
"As a result, and after a great
deal of soul-searching, I have
decided, with the support of my
wonderful wife and family, not to
renew my contract at Fairfield
next year so that I might pursue
these new opportunities. I feel
that I am at an age when it would
be ideal for'me to undertake a new
challenge."
"And so, it is with a great deal of
regret, and a somewhat heavy
heart, that I announce my decision
to leave Fairfield at the end of this
season."
Barakat's 11-year reign at Fairfield saw the men's basketball program rise from what Barakat called the "bottom of the heap" to a
respected New England power.
For the first 20 years of Fairfield's existence, the Fairfield

basketball program was directed
by part-time coaches until 1968.
Barakat, after serving University
of Connecticut head coach Dee
Rowe as an assistant for one year,
was named to the head coaching
job at Fairfield for the 1970-71
season.
After two years below .500,
Barakat directed the Stags to an
18-9 record, culminating in a firstever N.I.T. appearance. In that
N.I.T., the Stags knocked off Marshall 80-76 in the first round and
lost to Virginia Tech 77-76 in the
quarterfinals.
The next year, Barakat's crew
was back, with a 17-9 mark, and
another N.I.T. appearance, only to
lose to Hawaii, 66-65.
Thus, in just four short years,
Fairfield had become nationally
known for their basketball
achievements. To use the cliche,
Barakat's squad had put Fairfield
on the map.
With the advent of ECAC
regional playoff tournaments in
1975, Fairfield continued to rank
among the top of Eastern basketball. After being shuffled among
three different ECAC regions, the
Stags managed to qualify for postseason play in all three.
The best year of the Barakat regime had to be the '77-78 season
(current seniors were freshmen
during the landmark campaign).
Fairfield ripped apart the best in
New England en route to a 22-3
regular season tally, which earned
Fairfield a ECAC playoff berth,
and a third trip to the N.I.T.
Highlights from this season include Barakat chalking up his
100th coaching victory, a 123-103
humbling of 14th-ranked Holy
Cross which set a Stag scoring
mark and a 26-game home winning

streak, which was the longest in
the nation.
Barakat's entire starting lineup
from the '77-'78 season was
drafted into the N.B.A. after their
graduation. Steve Balkun, Kim
Fisher, Darryl Strickland, Joey
DeSantis and Mark Young were all
tafcen by N.B.A. teams, although
Strickland transferred from Fairfield to Rutgers after his first
semester placed him on academic
probation. In the 1979 draft, Fairfield was one of only four schools
that had two players taken in the
first two rounds. (The other talentrich schools were Michigan St.,
Nevada-Las Vegas, and U.C.L.A.)
DeSantis and Young's senior
year in '78-79 posted a 17-9 mark,
narrowly missing a post-season
tourney bid. However, that year
had many thrills also. The Stags
opened the year winning a New
Orleans tournament impressively,
with Joe DeSantis gaining his first
of three tournament M.V.P. awards
for the year. DeSantis, who suffered a fractured bone in his leg
three months before the season,
had not practiced with the team at
all before the tournament.
After a sub-par 11-16 mark last
season, Fairfield poses a real
threat of nailing down an ECAC
playoff spot in the ECAC Metro
region.
Official reaction throughout the
campus was highly positive. Athletic Director Cook, in an impromptu
gesture at the press conference,
said, "I express gratitude and appreciation for all Fred Barakat has
done for Fairfield basketball."
After referring to Fairfield's first
Division I coach George Bisacca
as bringing Fairfield basketball
(continued on p. 2)

Chorale Plans Concerts
by Marguerite Downing
The Fairfield Women's Chorale,
under the direction of Carole Ann
Maxwell, is currently preparing for
its planned activities and concerts
for the spring semester.
The chorale began the semester
by availing their voices to students wishing to send "singing
valentines" on Valentine's Day.
Students ordered their singing
valentine in the Campus Center
this week for $1.00. According to
Maureen O'Donnell, chorale president, students chose from five
songs: "Let Me Call You Sweetheart," "Blue Moon," "I'm in the
Mood for Love," "Let It Be Me,"

and "You've Got a Friend." O'Donnell also added that long distance
calls were made at the expense of
the student.
On March 8 the Chorale will travel to St. Catherine's in Greenwich, Ct., for a concert. Soon after,
from March 28 to March 29, the
Chorale will participate in the
Catholic Intercollegiate Women's
Glee Club Association competition at Marist College. Then, on
April 4-5, the Women's Chorale
will travel to the U.S. Naval
Academy in Annapolis, Maryland,
to perform in a concert there. The
Chorale will conclude the

semester with its annual Spring
Concert on May 3.
Carole Ann Maxwell, the director of the Chorale, pointed out
that, "the group has grown considerably this semester." There
are over sixty members presently.
Maxwell also commented on the
concerts the Chorale has performed. She stated that the concerts
are "a nice time to get together
with other women's universities
and exchange choir music."
All women interested in joining
the chorale are welcome to rehearse Mondays and Wednesdays, beginning at 6 p.m. in C301.

Page 2
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The World in Focus
Two publishers, among them Reader's
Digest and an anti-Communist newsletter,
have accused the Federal Election Commission of violating the First Amendment
rights of individuals and publications.
Specifically, they have been attacked for denying First Amendment guarantees of free
speech and a free press. Reader's Digest is
citing a violation in the case of an article
promoting Senator Ted Kennedy for President. The second case involves the interference by the Commission in an investigation of alleged campaign violations
by an anti-Communist newsletter.
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Leaders in the American health profession are becoming increasingly wary of President Reagan's proposed health care plans
for his term in office. Reagan has proposed
cuts of $2 billion in the health profession
that will affect Medicare and other federal
health programs. Ultimately, private doctors
will be affected by the cuts with reduced incomes and altered sense of competition.

*' *

*

*

The unflux of Indochinese into the United
States during 1980 has resulted in an increased incidence of congenital malaria and
tuberculosis, according to the national Center for Disease Control. In a recent interview, Dr. Farar of the Center warned that although many of the immigrants themselves
do not actually have the diseases, they may
well be carrying them and spreading them
to others.

( c
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A jury is now investigating the killing of
an Adelphi University student by a Garden
City police officer early last Saturday on
Long Island, N.Y. Officer John McNulty,
who was summoned by campus security
guards during a sorority fund-raiser, is being held responsible for the shooting death
of 21-year-old Edward Fonseca. The officer
shot Fonseca after he reportedly grabbed
McNulty's blackjack. The students present
reported that Fonseca never did grab at the
officer.

For the first time since Massachusetts
was hit with the tax plan Proposition 2V2,
Boston officials and leaders of the banking
and financial community of the city are talking of the possibility of the city's bankruptcy. The reduction of revenues by the city as
a result of the tax plan has lead to great
financial strains that are affecting the
school system and other vital services provided by the city of Boston.

*

#

The test-firing of the space shuttle Columbia in Florida's Cape Canaveral was held
yesterday due to a delay caused by "many
little problems" in the project. The test is
one of the major tasks to be completed
before Columbia's orbital debut which is expected in April. The reusable space shuttle
is designed to replace the perishable
rockets that have been traditionally used to
launch satellites into orbit.

Pope John Paul II departed from the Vatican in Rome last Monday to embark on a
twelve-day trip to the Far East. Among the
stops on his journey will be the Philippines,
Japan and Guam, after the first stop in
Pakistan.
Vice-President George Bush and other
key members of the G.O.P. are urging
passage of President Reagan's proposed
budget package despite strong opposition
by groups that think they may be hurt by the
plan. Bush did, however, comment that Congress can and will be able to reduce the
heavy taxation of the American people, a
taxation that may stifle industrial growth
and individual initiative.

The Chairman of the Polish Communist
Party, Stanislaw Kania, flew to Prague on
Monday for last-minute consultations with
Gustav Husak, leader of the Czechoslovak
party. Husak has warned that Poland faces
the same dangers that Czechoslovakia faced twelve years ago. The current situation in
Poland is being compared to the one that
led to the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia
in 1968.

*

*

The State of Connecticut will soon begin
limiting most abortions to be paid with welfare funds. The Department of Income Maintenance, which administers Welfare and
Medicare, has reinstated the policy under a
1980 Supreme Court ruling that states that
states are required to pay for welfare abortions only when the mother's life is in
danger or in cases of rape or incest.

Open Line" Offers Counseling Service

by Tom Gavuia
Open Line in Westport is a volunteer telephone counseling service founded in 1969. Their counselors are trained to help those
with specific emotional problems,
but most calls come from welladjusted people who have some-

how become stuck on a problem
and need help in making a decision.
Open Line counselors can help
by offering an empathetic ear.
"We don't make people's decisions for them," says director
Elizabeth Isler. "Instead, we try to
make the callers think more clear-

ly for themselves. We do this by
asking open-ended questions and
presenting all the alternatives
before the caller," she added.
Many people have a preconception of hot lines being only for
suicides, drug problems or troubled adolescents. Although these

Awards Entrees Now Accepted
by Marguerite Downing
In order to recognize unusual
achievement by students and to
acknowledge commitment to
liberal arts studies at Fairfield, the
College of Arts and Sciences is
holding, for the third year, an
awards competition.
According to Stephen L. Weber,
Dean of Arts and Sciences, the
awards have been "reorganized into subcategories to better reflect
the varieties of creative effort."
This year arts awards will be offered in the Humanities and in visual or expressive arts; the
Science competition will be broken down into the Social Sciences

and the Natural Sciences.
"Awards will be made to students whose work, in the judgment of the Awards Committees,
best represents original and
creative effort in their respective
fields," according to Dean Weber.
Those students who are chosen
for awards will receive $150 and
will be invited to publicly present
their projects.
The competition is open to all
Arts and Sciences students. Individuals, teams, and student/faculty projects to which the student has made a major contribution, are all acceptable.
The members of this year's

Awards Committees are as follows: In Science, Dr. Edward Deak,
Dr. Alan Katz, Dr. Abbas Khadjavi,
Dr. Fred Lisman, Dr. Donald Ross,
Dr. Kurt Schlicting. In Arts, Dr.
Philip Eliasoph, Dr. Morris
Grossman, Dr. Celia Wells, Mr.
Walter Retry, and Dr. John Thiel.
The projects of papers should
be submitted to one of the Awards
Committees members on or
before April 1, 1981. According to
Dean Weber, "members of the
Awards Committees will be happy
to discuss criteria of and procedure for submission with an interested student."

Barakat to Leave Fairfield
(continued from page 1)
from the "backroom to the ballroom," Cook continued the
analogy with Barakat saying,
"Fred Barakat filled the ballroom
and, more importantly, supplied
the orchestra. He handpicked the
orchestra and he's been a great
credit to them."
Barakat mentioned at the press
conference that he has recommended associate coach Jack
Phelan to replace Barakat. Phelan,
a 26-year-old native of Hartford,
Ct., is in his second year as Barakat's only full-time assistant

coach. However, Cook and
Schimpf are forming a search
committee to find Barakat's successor.
Cook commented, "We will
form a search committee that
represents input from the Fairfield
community. We will have faculty,
administrators, a student representative who will probably be a
player, and a Jesuit. Off of
Barakat's recommendation, Jack
Phelan is a strong candidate."
Phelan would not speculate
about the possibility of succeeding Barakat. "I have no reaction. I think it should be Fred

Barakat's day today."
Many of Barakat's former and
current players were at the press
conference, most notably the alltime leading Stag scorer, Joe
DeSantis.
"I know he's been down lately,
so I thought a decision would be
made shortly, but I didn't think it
would be this soon. I feel sorry for
the team because they're not gonna find another Barakat."
That seemed to be the consensus among all those close to the
Fairfield basketball program. The
winningest coach in Fairfield
basketball history will be missed.

types of calls are handled, most
callers are people who are in their
twenties and able to manage their
lives well but for some reason
have reached an impass.
Open Line also receives calls
from people who don't have a
specific problem or question but
are simply under stress or are
discontent. A phone conversation
with one of Open Line's trained
volunteers is often quite
therapeutic.
The first sources of help for a
person in crisis are family, friends
or religious leaders. Mrs. Isler
feels that Open Line comes in
when these sources have been exhausted or if the person feels that
their concern is too embarrassing

or seemingly too trivial to bring to
others.
k
If there is something on your
mind and you don't know who to
approach, Open Line would be
happy to hear from you. All calls
are kept in total confidence. No
names are asked. Open Line is a
private non-governmental, nonsectarian United Way agency and,
as such, is not required to report
to anyone.
Their number (a local call fro n
Fairfield) is 226-3546 and Open
Line is open from noon until midnight 365 days a year. Mrs. Isler,
the program's director, sums up
their service by saying, "Open
Line is there when other people
are not."

University Dems
Back McGovern Cause
The Fairfield University Young
Democrats have announced their
endorsement of former Senator
George McGovern's proposed organization, Americans for Common Sense. By their support, the
university Young Dems became
one of the first organizations to
publicly approve the move.
McGovern announced his intentions to form this group shortly
after the conservative landslide in
the national elections November
4. He said the purpose of the organization is to "establish a
workable agenda for America utilizing the practical concepts which
offer us the best hope" and to
"provide a counter-force through
information, education and the
media to the rising tide of negativism that has been set loose in the

country." McGovern also desires
to "warn of the dangers involved
for us all if the tactics of the extreme right are allowed to go unchallenged."
In support of his group's endorsement, President Richard
Marano stated, "I believe that our
political process, as well as the
underlying principles on which
this nation was founded, are being
brought down by a group of reactionaries and extremists which
utilizes fear, propaganda and misconception to poison the minds of
the American people. We pledge
our support to Senator McGovern
in the hope that, through education and research, we may restore
vision and prosperity to the future
of the American political system."
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Campus Notes
School of Nursing Receives Grant
The General Reinsurance Corporation recently granted $25,000
to Fairfield University's School of
Nursing, which was founded in
1970 and enrolls 178 students. The
grant will be paid over three years
and used in support of the
school's registered nurse.program.
"As General Reinsurance is the
leading professional reinsurer in
the country, the company has a
direct interest in improving health
care and educational institutions
with its support," said Richard
Troxell, assistant vice president
and chairman of the company's
charitable contributions committee. "In addition, it has a responsibility toward institutions in the
area where our employees live and
work."
Moving to the Beach?
If you signed a room selection
card to live on campus, remember

*m

you must cancel this if your plans
change. To cancel the card, you
need to fill out a short form in Student Services.
"110 in the Shade" Opens
at F.U. Playhouse
Starting February 23 through
February 28, the Playhouse will
present Joneses and Schmidt's
"110 in the Shade." The play,
which is being directed by Mr.
Robert Emerich, is described as a
very lively musical. It is set in the
Midwest in the 1950s and the story
itself takes place all in one day.
The cast has 18 members and
the leads are:
Annemarie Cusson .. Lizzie
Andy Masini .... H.C. Curry
Ron Lignelli ... Noah Curry
Rick Lawless . Jimmy Curry
Sal Candido
Starbuck
Susie Smith
Snookie
Tickets, which went on sale
February 9, are $3 General Admission and $2 for students and

senior citizens. Box Office hours
are Mon.-Fri. 1:30-6:30. Each show
starts at 8 p.m. and is Cabaret
style. For more information call
255-5411 ext. 2204.
Poet Gwendolyn Brooks
Presents Lecture and Workshop
Gwendolyn Brooks, a Pulitzer
Prize-winning poet, will be at Fairfield University on Friday,
February 20, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Campus Center Oak Room. Miss
Brooks will also hold a workshop
from 2-3:30 p.m. for all interested.
If time permits she may speak in a
few English classes.
Admission to the Oak Room at
7:30 is $1.

Friday, February 20: Gwendolyn Brooks, a Pulitzer Prize-winning
poet, will lecture in the Oak Room at 7:30 p.m. She will hold a
workshop at 2 p.m. in the Faculty Dining Room. Admission to the
Oak Room is $1 with F.U.I.D.
Saturday, February 21: SNOWBALL '81 will be held in the main dining room from 9-1 a.m. Music is being supplied by "Night Bear".
Tickets are $7 per couple, with a cash bar.
Monday, February 23: "110 in the Shade" opens'at the Fairfield
University Playhouse and continues till February 28. Tickets are $2
with F.U.I.D. and reservations can be made at 255-5411, ext. 2204.
The show is cabaret style and curtain is at 8 p.m.
Basketball doubleheader with the women playing Central Connnecticut at 5:30 p.m. and the men going against FairleighDickenson at 8 p.m.

Attention
There will be an important
meeting for all beach residents on
Tuesday, Feb. 24, at 7:00 in the Nursing Auditorium. Nominations for
Beach Association officers will be
heard. The lawyer will also be on
hand to discuss leases. All students considering taking residence
at the beach are invited to attend.
Pianist Peter Orth Brings
"Evenings of Music" to a Finale
On Wednesday, March 4 at 8
p.m. in the Campus Center Oak
Room Special Events will present
internationally acclaimed pianist
Peter Orth.
Peter Orth is one of only two
pianists invited to be a part of the
Institute for Young Performing
Musicians which Rudolf Serkin
founded in 1977 at Guilford, Vermont. After a year of work there,
Orth entered and won the 1979
Naumburg International Piano
Competition's first prize. He has
performed with such greats as The
Philadelphia Orchestra, the Baltimore Symphony, the St. Louis
Symphony, as well as orchestras
in Miami, Hartford, Utah, Montreal,
and Aspen. Meanwhile he continues to play solo recitals across
the country.
Orth grew up in Reading and

far

Upcoming Events

Tuesday, February 24: The Peace Corps/Vista will be holding interviews from 9:30 to 5:30 p.m. Appointments can be made through the
Counseling Center Office in Loyola 100.
Thursday, February 26: Leadership '81 workshop on "Time Management" willbe held in the faculty dining room from 7-9 p.m.
"Turning Point" will be shown in Gonzaga Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
This is a must for all those who appreciate the art of dance. A love
story at its finest!
"Summer Nights" in the Stag-Her Inn from 9 to midnight. Pull out
all those Hawaiian shirts, sun glasses and shorts. Summer is just
around the corner!

Bryn Mawr and Philadelphia, studying with local teachers, principally Benjamin Whitten. He then
spent 7 years in New York City
before moving on to Vermont,
where he participates in the Marlboro Music Festival, gives concerts with other young Marlboro
artists, and maintains his own
working farm. Being able to see
the Vermont mountains as he
practices keeps him objective, he"
says.
Tickets for Mr. Orth are $1 for
students, $2.50 for senior citizens,
and $5 for General Admission. For
further information call 255-5411
ext. 2644.

Ann Depp Travel48 Reef ^^airfieid

Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers
Recruiter will conduct interviews with
seniors & grad students Tues., Feb. 24
in the Career Planning Office.

"Where Are You Going?"

SINGLES SPECIAL: $429.00* f£son

—CANCUN, MEXICO—
• Friday Departures • 3 Meals a Day
• Transfers from Airport in Cancun to Hotel
• Beach - Pool - Activities
• Dormitory Style Rooms (one for men, one for women)
• Must be 35 or Under • Roundtrip Jet Airfare
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL TODAY: 255-2846

You'll be amazed at all
the opportunities and
advantages the Army
offers men and women
with BSN degrees:

*plus $24.00 taxes

>-'•• s U.S. License #628

MONO

• Excellent starting salaries and benefits, including a liberal vacation policy.
• Real opportunity for advancement and professional
growth—every Army Nurse is a commissioned officer.
• No basic training for nurses; just a basic orientation
course to familiarize you with the Army Medical
Department.
• The chance to travel; time to do the things you enjoy.
• Opportunity to qualify for specialized roles, teaching
or additional education.
See if you qualify.
Call collect to

We Want It!
STUDENTS URGENTLY
NEEDED FOR IMPORTANT
NEW PROJECT
You may qualify for this
plasma donation program if:
You have had MONO in the
past 8 weeks.
You are otherwise in good
health.

301-677-4891

You are 18 or older & reliable.

The Army Nurse Corps.
i

1

For more information, write:

The Army Nurse Corps.
Northeast Region, U.S. Army Recruiting
Fort George G. Meade, MD 20755
Apt.

City. State. ZIP.
Phone

THIS PROGRAM WILL BE FINANCIALLY
REWARDING IF YOU QUALIFY.
For details & an appointment call:

NameAddress.

$ 5.00 Mexican departure tax

Age
CASS/NERRC

366-3244
COLUMBIA BIOLOGICALS
60 KATONA DRIVE, FAIRFIELD, CONN.

Engineers To
Form Club
Engineering majors are interested in forming an Engineering
Society here at Fairfield University. Membership shall be open to
all regardless of major and who
are interested in engineering as a
field of study or a possible future
career. For organizational purposes there will be an introductory
meeting Monday, Feb. 23 at 7 p.m.
in the Campus Center Mezzanine.
All interested are urged to attend.
For questions or suggestions
contact Geoffrey Cordeiro, '82,
Box 356.

Danbury Mayor
Addresses CISL
The CISL, Connecticut Intercollegiate Student Legislature,
held its fourth meeting of its 33rd
session at Trinity College in Hartford on January 25. In attendance
were delegations from Albertus
Magnus College, Connecticut College, Fairfield University, Southern Connecticut State College,
Trinity College, the University of
Hartford and Yale.
The guest speaker was CISL
alumnus Mayor James Dyer of
Danbury. Mayor Dyer addressed
the issue of the cut in state funds
to cities which was passed out of
committee last week in the state
legislature. Calling the action a
"mistake," the mayor felt that the
members of the Assembly were
acting unjustly by having promised the cities aid last year for funds
in the current year and then cutting them off after the 1st quarter.
He did predict, however, that it
would be passed by the two
houses. Mayor Dyer also expressed concern about the youth of today and urged more student involvement on campuses on current issues affecting them.
New pieces of legislation for the
CISL were presented on financial
aid to the housing industry, toxic
waste containment, a two-tier
minimum wage, and requirements
for driver license renewal.
The session closed with a debate on the issue of whether to
honor the recent agreement with
Iran concerning the release of the
American hostages. After a heated
discussion, the CISL decided, by a
close vote, that the United States
should honor its agreement with
Iran to retain its international image of an honest broker.
The next CISL meeting is scheduled for Friday, February 20th at
9:00 p.m. at Yale University.
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Editorials
The Issue Beyond Haig
In recent weeks the MIRROR has been
deluged with letters and commentaries condemning the choice of Secretary of State
Alexander Haig as this year's commencement speaker. While it has been refreshing
to hear from our readers on this controversial issue, it occurs to me that the authors
have overlooked some key tenets of the Liberal Arts Tradition. One of those tenets is
open-mindedness.
It is somewhat disconcerting to discover
that in this era and at this institution there
are still individuals who believe that repression of ideas is an acceptable tact in an
academic environment. There is more at
issue here than simple opposition to Haig
and his integrity or lack of it. The issue surrounding Haig involves bigotry and an appalling lack of courage on the part of those
individuals who are calling for his replacement as a speaker.
Education has never meant avoiding or ignoring the opinions of another individual for
the simple reason that we consider the individual or his convictions immoral. Rather
education at least in the tradition of liberal
arts has always meant a willingness to
question, criticize and challenge ideas, no
matter whether they coincide with our point
of view or not. Shutting the door on Haig or
Liddy or any other figure because he does
not reflect the values of the Jesuit teaching
and Catholic tradition would hardly be a service to graduating seniors. After all we are
about to enter the world as adults. There is
little doubt that we will encounter individuals with questionable ideals and standards that are foreign if not antagonistic to

our own. Are we to assume that the appropriate manner of dealing with these individuals is to purge them from our consciousness? Shut them out of our reasoning faculties and dismiss them as deviates
or criminals? Will barring speakers from our
campus simply because we do not approve
of their convictions or characters really be
an admirable move on our part. I do not
think so. Nor do I feel it is our best interest
to allow a graduating class to enter the
world nurturing a belief that retreating from
a man and his ideals (however unpopular) is
a reasonable and acceptable approach to
reality. Closing our eyes and ears to radical
ideals will not eradicate those views. Nor
will the individual who professes those
ideals cease to exist because we choose to
ignore him.
No, as long as this University continues
to endorse the Liberal tradition, it must be
willing to attract individuals with opposing
viewpoints. It cannot engage in a linedrawing game whereby the student is encouraged to evaluate his convictions on
visitors the community deems "worthy"
enough to set foot on this soil.
In the final analysis, the cultivation of
open mindedness among students will be
initiated by an open door policy at the
University. Once the door leading to a
broader understanding of the world beyond
is bolted, the essence-of a liberal education
is lost forever.
Sincerely,
Frank P. Malinconico
Editor, The MIRROR

LETTERS

The Furor Over Haig
Dear Sir:
I join Professor J. Orman and Mr. D.
Cronin (MIRROR, Feb. 5, 1981) in opposing
the conferral of an honorary degree by Fairfield University on Alexander Haig. I do it for
moral reasons.
I cannot honor any person who promotes
the present position, which is one of
violence, of the U.S. Government with
respect to El Salvador. We are sending
military aid to a ruling junta which is
murdering people.
On December 6, 1980, Bishop Rivera y
Damas of San Salvador denounced the military aid that the U.S. was sending to El
Salvador for facilitating "repression against
the people and persecution of the church."
Archbishop Oscar Romero had said to the
army: "You don't have to comply with the
orders of your superiors if they oppose
God's law. I implore you to cease the repression." For this he was assassinated.
Fr. Rutilio Grande, S.J., is quoted as saying: "Nowadays it is dangerous and practically illegal to be an authentic Christian in
Latin America." He was assassinated.
Early last December three U.S. nuns and
one lay social worker were killed.
We in this country are continually being
told by the State Department that it is
necessary for the U.S. to send military support to the junta in El Salvador in order to
fight "communism." However, is Bishop
Rivera y Damas a communist? Was Archbishop Romero a communist? Were the four
U.S. women killed because they too were
communists? And what about Rutilio
Grande, S.J., and the other Jesuits
murdered there too?
These religious put their lives on the line
by trying to help the people of El Salvador. If

these religious tell us that the ruling junta is
brutalizing and terrorizing the people, whom
should we believe: them, or our State
Department?
My thoughts on this matter are also
based on a very personal experience. I
spent one semester hiking through the back
country and across the mountains in Central America doing ornithological research.
During that time I was in El Salvador, in the
hill country, with the people. I do not know
whether they were "communists." I do
know that for the first time in my life I saw
what it means to be poor and to not have
enough food to properly sustain one's
children. These country people want a decent life. Some of those peasants who walked with me over twisting trails through the
hills and shared some hours of their lives
with me then, may be the same one being
brutally hunted down and killed by military
and para-military forces bent on genocide to
maintain the status quo of the ruling elite
(2% of the population of El Salvador own
60% of the land and many of these live in
Miami). Of the 10,000 people killed last year,
some 80% were murdered by the government forces or para-military groups.
Since our government helps the military
junta in El Salvador stay in power, in spite of
the documented repression against the
people of El Salvador, and since Alexander
Haig continues to promote and defend this
policy of our government, I cannot honor
him.
Respectfully,
Salvatore Bongiorno
Assistant Professor of Biology
Biology Department
Fairfield University

The Jesuits And Haig
I know Dennis Cronin to be a person of
energetic ideas and* ideals in promoting
social justice issues. He is not content just
to discuss issues, but often puts his words
into action, not always an easy proposition
on a college campus where peer pressure is
so strong for the status quo.
I respect and admire Dennis' enthusiasm,
and we certainly need him and others like
him on this campus. However, I feel I must
point out that in his recent letter to the
editor, he has made unwarranted and unjust

comments about the Jesuit Community.
The Jesuit Community has no more input
than any other group or person in the
University Community when it comes to a
selection of degree recipients or graduation
speakers. The actual choice of a graduation
speaker is done by a committee of administrators, faculty and students. The Jesuit
Community is made up of Prep faculty, retired priest, priests who work in apostolates
outside of either the Prep or the University,
and finally, Jesuits working in the Universi-

ty. Like other members of the University
Community, University Jesuits are asked
for suggestions about degree recipients or
speakers. Since the other Jesuits are not
consulted at all, it is unfair to make blankei
statements about what the Jesuit Community does or does not do.

In point of fact, there are Jesuits who
have serious concerns and grave reservations about the selection of General Haig as
graduation speaker. Just as Jesuits come in
all ages, sizes, and shapes, so do their ideas
and political beliefs. Yes, Dennis Cronin is
right. This school does exist to promote the
love of Jesus Christ, but it also exists to
promote the full exchange of ideas. I do not
see that one necessarily excludes the other.
If we, "The Jesuit Community," became repressive in terms of the writers actions and
thoughts in the name of Jesus, would he as
readily use the same argument about the
love of Jesus? Would the writer like to see
the techniques of the Moral Majority expressed at Fairfield University? That certainly seems to be indicated by his letter.
Sincerely,
Francis J. Moy, S.J.

Cheers
To The Seniors Who Made It To (and
Through) Hundred Nights Last Week. Special Thanks to Sue Switz, Maria Cortese and
Kathy Curley for providing accommodations for the celebration ... Can't Wait for
81 Nights ... To All Those who have asked
their dates to Snowball... This is one Winter
Festival That Really Beats The Cold ... The
rest of you chickens better start knocking
on those ladies' doors before the spring
thaw arrives ... To Gwendolyn Brooks,
Pulitzer Prize-Winning Poet for scheduling
Fairfield on her list... Lets give this versatile lady of verse the welcome she
deserves ... To Campion III for their Afternoon Impromptu ... That was a nice way to
say Happy Valentine's Day ... To All Those
Chorale Singers for their Love-Grams Concert Last Week ... And to those people who
kept the Valentine Spirit by sending Valentines ... To Orin Grossman on his upcoming Recital in the Big Apple ... We wish you
the best of luck in bringing New York a taste
of the classical... To the Stags for putting
up a good fight against the Irish of N.D.
... It was touch and go all the way, but the
Luck of the Irish just edged us out... To
Fred Barakat for 11 memorable years as
Head Coach of the Basketball Team
... Good luck on your future endeavors
coach, we're gonna Miss Ya ... To Donna
Margine of the Lady Stags for passing the
1500 point mark last week ... Nice going. I
think this calls for a National Holiday
... Speaking of Holidays, CHEERS to last
week's extended weekend ... Who Says the
Week has to begin on a Monday anyway
... To all those students planning to submit
projects to the Annual Arts and Sciences
Awards... To the Playhouse for their upcoming production of 110 in the Shade
... Just what we need to get through the
winter . . . Finally a cheer to the
unseasonable weather we've been having
lately; maybe spring isn't so far after all

To All Those Who Abandoned Campus This
Past Week... I know it was a long weekend, but when you can count the number of
people in the. Stagher on one hand, you
know its not going to be a lively evening
... To those who did not send out Valentines this year... What was your excuse,
not enough money for stamps? To the
Seniors who missed the 100 Nights Celebration ... Be sure you tune in when the final
countdown begins, this is a once-in-a-lifetime deal... To those who have not yet experienced a production at the Fairfield Playhouse ... With such talent and enthusiasm
only a few blocks away, it's hard to understand why people pass by ... To those fans
who hurled projectiles and obscenities at
the visiting Fordham team last week ... The
revenge was supposed to be taken on the
court, not the stands; Stagmania never looked like that... To those bus cancellations
to the Notre Dame Game due to expenses
... That was the toughest break of all. The
fighting Irish would have been fighting fpr
their lives if the gymnasium were filled with
Screamin' Stags... To the abundance of
beer cans and bottles littering campus
... Contrary to popular belief, glass and
aluminum is not biodegradeable ... To
those who didn't get a chance to see Tony
Prisendorf last week

The Mirror Welcomes Letters
The Mirror welcomes letters from our readers — Letters must be typewritten, 500 words
or less with margins set at 20 and 65, double spaced. In order to be published, material
must be submitted before 6 p.m. on Saturday. If numerous letters are received on the same
topic we will print a sampling at our discretion — nothing containing libel will be printed.
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Reader's Forum
Alexander Haig and a "Catholic University
by Kevin J. Cassidy
In his address to the faculty early this
year, Academic Vice-President Mooney discussed Fairfield's identity as a Catholic
university. Fundamental to such an institution, he said, is the moral component.
"Above all, our graduates must have encountered that supreme problematic, that
most frightening reality of the human condition, the freedom to make responsible
moral choice.... Our students have to be
challenged to a moral critique of their society, that political, cultural and technological
enterprise which is contemporary America"
(pp. 7,8). It is in this light that members of
the University community must evaluate the
awarding of an honorary doctor of laws to
Secretary of State Haig.
It is important to note that we are not
merely inviting Secretary Haig to speak on
campus as we do many individuals during
the academic year. Academic freedom requires that we allow many views to be expressed including those which do not reflect the moral commitment of the University. In the Haig matter, however, we are
choosing to honor a speaker in the very
highest terms. We are choosing to identify
our university with him and to hold him up
as a model for all to emulate. Does Secretary Haig's record warrant such a response?
I think not. It more likely warrants, I believe,
moral censure.
My colleague, John Orman, has already
described in these pages the questionable
conduct of Alexander Haig in the Watergate
affair. Without repeating Orman's thorough
documentation, I would like to reiterate one
of his fundamental points. Alexander Haig
consistently and systematically avoided the
serious moral issues of Watergate. He did
not question the illegal wiretapping carried
out by both Kissinger and Nixon. He did not
question Nixon's order to fire the Special
Prosecutor Archibald Cox. On the contrary,
he delivered the order to Attorney General
Elliot Richardson who, recognizing the
moral issue involved, resigned rather than
carry out the order. Haig then went to
William Ruckelshaus, Richardson's successor, with the same order. Ruckelshaus
also resigned rather than enforce the order
that was designed to protect a guilty Nixon.
There is no evidence that Haig questioned Nixon's order or considered resigning.
For Haig there was only one issue: obedience to authority. He told Ruckelshaus,
"Your Commander in Chief has given you an
order." When a member of the N.S.C. staff
resigned rather than help carry out the illegal invasion of Cambodia, Haig told him,
"You've just been given an order from yourCommander in Chief." Apparently, Fr.

Mooney's respect for "that supreme problematic ... responsible moral choice," is
less important to Alexander Haig, or at least
it is reserved for his easy declarations about
"Judeo-Christian values" rather than for
real political decisions.
Haig's lack of concern for the moral
dimension is also evident in his earliest
statements as Secretary of State. No
longer, he has stated with great emphasis,
will human rights be an important consideration in America's foreign policy. To
make this especially clear, one of Secretary
Haig's earliest actions was the firing of
Robert White, U.S. Ambassador to El Salvador. Almost alone among American policymakers White had urged a cessation of
military aid to the Salvadorean government
which has killed, in 1980 alone, 8,000
peasants who had demanded an improvement in their miserable living conditions.
White also demanded of the Salvadorean
government—and never received—an investigation into the brutal murder of four
American missionaries by government security troops. Apparently, Haig and the
Reagan administration could not tolerate
this frank questioning of a murderous ally.
Arms are once again flowing to El Salvador despite the pleas of the bishop of that
country and the National Council of
Catholic Bishops in the United States. The
Catholic bishops. United Nations human
rights teams and independent journalists
have documented that these arms are being
used to slaughter peasants and anyone,
especially Catholic clergy and members of
Catholic organizations, who speak up on
behalf of the peasants. In short, the
Salvadorean government is ruthlessly persecuting the Catholic Church in that country. Haig and the Reagan administration
support that government. Why then is a
Catholic university honoring Haig? Is this
the "moral critique" we are teaching our
students in a Catholic university?
Haig's response to the crisis in El Salvador should come as no surprise to those
familiar with his role in the 1973 coup in
Chile. In recent testimony before the Senate
he readily admitted his part in bringing
down the freely and democratically elected
Chilean government—in violation of international law. Nor has he indicated any second thoughts about the regime that we
then helped to assume power. This is the
notorious Pinochet government that has
routinely kidnapped, tortured and murdered
thousands of citizens while persecuting the
Catholic Church and others who are attempting to defend the human rights of the Chilean people. The Catholic Church in Chile
has spoken out against the Pinochet re-

Let's Honor Haig
by Jiri Nedela
If Prof. Petry in his "Fairfield, Jesuits and
Haig" (Feb. 12 issue) were right, I would ask
the University's registrar to cancel immediately the order for my commencement
attire and would seriously consider resignation from my school, renouncement of my
citizenship and emigration. The idea that I
should honor with my presence an academic ceremony at which a Doctor of Laws
degree is bestowed upon a person associated with a super-reactionary power
establishment wallowing in bombing of
foreign countries during Christmas time
and systematic killing of innocent people as
a matter of routine is disgusting. Such an
idea is a moral equivalent of cheers for a
war criminal.
Fortunately, Prof. Petry's assessment of
the contemporary world and our role in it is
shaped more by the imaginary than the real
and his criticism is aimed primarily at a
bogey he parades under the name American
Establishment. My disagreement is not with
anybody's right to indulge in political fantasy but with authoritative public presentation of fantasy as fact when serious matters
are at stake. To illustrate my point, I wish to
single out from Prof. Petry's article just one
of his arguments. According to his vision of
the world, the American Establishment
"killed infinitely more people in its foreign
interventions than did the Soviet Union in
all its incursions into Hungary (1956),
Czechoslovakia (1968) and Afghanistan
(1980)." May I suggest that the quoted statement not only implies a false comparison
but is a direct insult to sanity and morality.
What about 30-50 million people done to
death in peace time by execution, torture,

starvation, sickness and exhaustion in the
Soviet gulag? What about the systematic
killing of additional thousands of innocent
people in Eastern Europe, Cuba?
It would be infinitely more useful to compare what is comparable than to confuse
serious issues. There seems to be a fundamental difference between a great power
invading and occupying small neighboring
countries in order to impose its will, and
another great power defending its allies
against foreign aggression. In the first case,
the actual invasion and occupation will be
almost "peaceful" and the number of victims "negligible." In the second case,
thousands of human lives might be lost. Is
this an argument in support of a great
power based on totalitarian rule? Can it truly discredit our own system of government
(American Establishment, as Prof. Petry
calls it) which stands for freedom and
democratic rule?
It will come as no surprise to Prof. Petry
that my attitude toward the selection of the
commencement speaker by our University
will differ from his. Personally, Alexander
Haig is not my favorite (indeed, I would be
much more comfortable with the names
suggested by Prof. Petry) but he is our
legitimate Secretary of State. His appointment has been confirmed by the Senate, he
explained his philosophy publicly on
several occasions and I enjoy my right to
disagree with him whenever there will be
some reason for disagreement. As a teacher
at Fairfield University, I respect the decision to honor him at our commencement
ceremony and am interested in what he will
tell us. The registrar's order for my cap and
gown stands.
I

gime. Should we be honoring a man who,
through illegal means, helped establish that
regime?
Finally, there is Haig's unvarying militarism. As Walter Petry made clear in these
pages last week, Alexander Haig has always
supported military solutions to foreign
policy questions including the massive
bombing of Cambodia. True, Haig is a military man but this country has been served
by military leaders, e.g., Marshall and
Eisenhower among others, who recognized
the importance of other means of achieving
our nation's objectives. Haig's approach
has been strictly military. Furthermore, he
has accepted and supported the extremely
dangerous build-up of nuclear weapons. His
has not been a voice calling for caution and
negotiation but rather for greater build-up of
an already enormous nuclear arsenal.
Haig's approach, which has relegated
human rights to an afterthought at best and
stridently demanded ever more weaponry,
is surely at odds with the formal teachings
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of the Catholic Church. Recent popes have
repeatedly insisted that the dignity of the
individual person (i.e., "human rights") be
the foundation of governmental policies.
National economic and military "interests"
cannot supersede the rights of human persons everywhere. In addition, all of the
popes since Pius XII have condemned the
build-up of nuclear arsenals and the continued reliance on military force generally.
Disarmament has been urged, with increasing concern, in all recent encyclicals.
In sum, the University's Catholic commitment requires that we do not honor Alexander Haig. Vice-President Mooney's statement places "responsible moral choice" at
the center of that commitment. Alexander
Haig's record gives no evidence that he
shares that vision. His responses to Watergate and El Salvador and his militarism
reflect a perspective that is more appropriately described as amoral. Can we
rightly honor such a leader? The principles
of the University demand that we do not.

A Hunger Crisis
This is the second excerpt from Bread for
the World. Again, Fairfield's Hunger Action
Coalition invites you to join with us in this
learning experience.
Why are people hungry? Nobody wants to
be hungry. We can assume that people
would feed themselves if they could. What
keeps people from feeding themselves?
What causes hunger?
The causes of hunger are complex and
difficult but they can be sorted out. It is only
if we get at the causes of hunger that we
will be able to eliminate hunger from the
world.
People are hungry because they are poor.
Hunger has its roots in decades and centuries of humankind's division into rich and
poor. This division of the human family between rich and poor is based on an uneven
distribution of wealth and power. Fairer distribution of wealth and power will play a
significant role in alleviating hunger and
malnutrition.
In the 16th, 17th, and 18th centuries the
rich nations of the north were able to conquer and control vast new territories around
the world. These conquered lands became
colonies which existed primarily for the purpose of making the conquerors rich and
powerful. The mother countries removed
gold, silver, and other precious resources
from the native lands, and forced the colonies to grow crops that could be sold in
Europe and North America.
The creation of huge export industries in
the colonies which were controlled by corporations in the mother countries often had
serious detrimental effects on the indigenous cultures as well as on people's
ability to feed themselves.
Despite political independence in the
19th and 20th centuries, many former colonies remain trapped in poverty and hunger
by economic dependence on the industrially advanced nations. Tied to economies based on export cropping and mining, these
new nations are often unable to feed their
own people. Moreover the cost of importing
sufficient food to feed all of its people is
beyond the means of many of these nations. So, people starve.
A mother in the Bronx wrote to Bread for
the World, a Christian citizens movement,
that the only solution to hugner was birth
control. Many people think that the rapid
growth of population is the main cause of
hunger. Following this logic, the main solution is to limit births. Yet more and more it
is becoming clear that hunger and poverty
foster overpopulation. Parents in poor countries are dependent on surviving sons to
care for them in their old age. Because malnutrition and related factors keep the death
rate high, parents often have many children
to be sure of surviving sons. Consequently,
getting at the root causes of poverty and
hunger will help to slow population growth
rates.
The problem of hunger is compounded by
the affluence explosion in the rich countries. Since World War II, the consumption
rate of the wealthy has skyrocketed, often
adversely affecting the poor and hungry.

The developed world feeds more cereals to its livestock than are consumed as food, by all the vast
populations of the developing countries together. (Dr. A.H. Boerma,
Director General of UN Food and
Agriculture Organization)
The vast amounts of money spent by the
nations of the world on military expenditures also help to keep people hungry.
Money and personnel that could be used for
agricultural research and rural development
is spent elsewhere on thousands of nuclear
missiles, tanks, and submarines. Every 14
hours, the U.S. Defense Department outspends the entire annual budget of the UN
World Food Program.
Every gun that is made, every warship launched, every rocket fired
signifies, in the final sense, a theft
from those who hunger and are not
fed, those who are cold and are not
clothed. (President Dwight D. Eisenhower, Farewell Message to Congress)
Other factors that contribute to hunger
include agricultural mistakes, waste, illiteracy, inadequate health services,
technical inadequacy, unemployment and
many others.
In November of 1974, 134 nations of the
World Community met in Rome to discuss
the food crisis. It was an important
breakthrough because a common assessment of the food crisis was agreed upon.
Even more important, governments recognizing the public policy dimension of
hunger affirmed a shared responsibility for
the elimination of hunger.
According to the conference, the removal
of hunger and malnutrition would be achieved principally through integrated rural
development in poor countries. This will be
achieved by placing strong emphasis on
self-help programs for small farmers and
landless peasants. The World Food Conference also made several suggestions for
the establishment of a world food security
system. These included:
1. A global information and early warning
system on food and agriculture which
could identify food shortages in advance and provide public information
so that governments can take preventative steps.
2. World Food Reserve.
3. Internationally available food aid, free
from political considerations.
The World Food Conference underscores
the importance of the role of governments
in the fight against hunger. Individual attempts alone will not eliminate hunger, but
the concentrated effort of governments can
make the crucial difference. In its policy
statement, Bread for the World, a Christian
citizens movement in the United States
which seeks government policies that address the cause of hunger, said:
The policies of the United States government are especially crucial regarding
world hunger. Our nation can lead
countless persons out of hunger or lock
them in despair and death.
NEXT WEEK: Bread for the World's suggested public policy.
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Arts & Entertainment
Henry Fonda Is Captivating In
"Showdown at the Adobe Motel"
by Mary Anne Blaszczak
No one succeeds in anything
unless he is good at it, especially
in theatre. Last Thursday evening
at the Hartman Theatre, Henry
Fonda demonstrated why he has
remained in the theatrical business for over forty years. His skill
in character portrayal is captivating and transforming. Within
the first few moments on stage,
alone and in silence he set down
the firm foundations of his per-.
sona, "Clyde Lee."
Yet no man, or woman, can
carry a show and in this instance
Mr. Fonda was fortunate indeed.
Compensating for a rather pretentious script were the versatile and
believable performances of Arthur
Lund and Cecilia Hart as Lank
Santee and Mae June Baker respectively. The warmth and vitality
that they rendered to their parts
will ensure that "Showdown at the
Adobe Motel" will run its full

course ending at the ephemeral
capitol of Broadway.
This however does not excuse
the playwright, Mr. Lanny Flaherty
for giving us a script devoid of
focus and confusing in his range
of topics that he has chosen for
discussion and comment. Sitting
in the audience I felt more as if I
was listening in on acolloqium for
the conscious raising associations of the 60's rather than a professional production of legitimate
theatre. One of the serious problems that faces an author is the
pruning away of unnecessary dialogue to ascertain and sustain the
one poignant statement of the
work. Mr. Flaherty failed in this
respect. Instead of tending to his
garden, he lets it grow wild, allowing the weeds to overrun, obscure
and threaten the very existence of
the play itself. As implied earlier, it
is only the sheer talent and sensitivity of the cast that carries the

American Popby Kathleen E. O'Gorman
You've seen its posters and advertisements, yet you wonder ... is it another American

a

play through the first two acts
until Mr. Flaherty can regroup his
forces and end with a powerful
conclusion, an unseen force entitled "Miss Fancy," another symbol
in the western version of a "Romantic Existential" plot. Mr. Flaherty seems to enjoy the realm of
the symbolic. He uses them for
life, hostility, and of course the
perennial "Love" so essential to
the modern epic.
If the "Showdown at the Adobe
Motel" is any indication of the
quality of performances offered in
the second half of this year's
season at the Hartman Theatre,
then this will be a season not to be
missed. Under the artistic direction of Mr. Edwin Sherin, the Hartman has scheduled "Moliere In
Spite of Himself" with Richard
Kiley in the title role, "Merton of
the Movies" by George S. Kaufman, and Marc Connelly in "Semmelweiss": three satirical dramas

May go through
the roof.: ft

Graffiti? Or is it a tribute to a rock
'n roll star? No, it is more about
the disillusionment of the American Dream and the price one has
to pay to finally achieve success.
"American Pop" is a Columbia
Pictures release of a Martin Ransohoff Production and a Ralph
Bakshi Film. In an interview
following a pre-screening in New
York City, Bakshi says the movie
delivers a simple message: "whether being a star is worth what you
get versus what you give up."
"American Pop" traces four
generations of sons in the Valinski
family. Beginning with Zalmie, a
young immigrant at the turn of the
century, the family expresses a
passion and an inherited talent for
music which never manifests it-

self until the 1980's in the form of
little Pete. "We're all part of a long
train of people that depend on you
to make it," states Bakshi.
Although not a musical, the film
uses music to a great extent for
historical references, which adds
to the fun of the picture. With
musical coordinator Lee Holdridge, we are taken from burlesque
nightclubs to jazz to the swing
bands of the forties all the way to
the punk rock of the eighties. The
sixties era seems to be the film's
most pronounced and detailed
area and Bakshi addresses this by
explaining "you do best what you

Strong acting in a questionable script.
The remainder of the semester
holds many theatrical moments,
and to compensate for the recent
recession, and its devastating effects on the pocketbook, the Hartman Theatre offers a package deal
wherein for the price of three performances, at an already dis-

counted rate, you get to see four.
For more ticket information contact the subscription box office at
325-4466. For single ticket information call 323-2131. The Hartman
Theatre is located at 307 Atlantic
Street in Stamford.

know most about." Musical oldies
but goodies include: "As Time
Goes By" of the Casablanca fame,
Scott Joplin's "Maple Leaf Rag,"
Cole Porter's "Anything Goes,"
"You Send Me" and "Blue Suede
Shoes" of the fifties, Mamas and
the Papas and Jefferson Airplane
music surround the sixties, and
more contemporary selections
like Bob Seger's "Night Moves"
and Lynycd Skynyrd's "Free Bird,"
along with scores of other tunes.
Ralph Bakshi is struggling to
break away from the notion of
animation being exclusively presented in the Walt Disney tradition. In "American Pop," as in his
other animated films such as
"Fritz the Cat" and J.R.R.
Tolkien's "Lord of the Rings,"
Bakshi is addressing adults and

turning this "motion art" into reality. The use of color is truly artistic
as electric blues and purples, for
example, are used to evoke a certain mood or era. Surrealistic
backgrounds and still shots were
created by young uprising artists
who, Bakshi believes, could "be
the next generation of Andrew
Wyeths and Reginald Marshes."
These paintings enhance the
quality of the production.
And it is definitely a high quality
film. Bakshi's animation is alive
and. the viewer can forget that
there are not live actors up on the
screen. To remedy this, Bakshi
uses a technique of intercepting
the motion art with documentary
films when, for example, portraying World War II. For the mo(continued on page 7)

For Lunch

Take A Study Break

BARBER SERVILLE
1426 POST ROAD

For Sunday Brunch

259-3893

Dailey's
Flower Shop
2151 Black Rock Tpke.
Next to the
Agnus Steak House
Ed and Tim Dailey

Continuous Dining 11:30 AM - 1 AM
(Fri. & Sat. 'til 2 AM)

2316 Post Road, Fairfield • 255-0026
(V: mile east of Conn. Tnpk. Exit 19)

SERLINDISCOUNTSERLINDISCOUNTSERLINDISCOI

336-1895

Get a Headstart
on Your Vacation Tan!
Pretanning is the best protection against sunburning.
Include Tanique's® tanning service in your vacation
plans NOW and be ready for outdoor fun in the sun!
10 Sessions
With Student
Card

Less than 15 minutes
per visit

Family Sun Tanning Centers

Call 259-7623 for more
information.
We're open 10 AM to 8 PM
Mon. thru Fri., Sat. til 6 PM
Sunday 12-5
We're the little isle
off the coast in Fairfield

1630 Post Road, Fairfield Center, CT (Tpke. Exit21)

For Supper

Lowest prices in town on
BEER, LIQUOR & WINE!! g
*

TUB0RG Gold»e9 254

»2.33 I

8.26
SERLINAmaretto 1L. '5.89
F0L0NARI Soavei;1.559lI.4..9$4!65

SCH AEFER Cose + tax & deposit

KEG BEER ALWAYS IN STOCK

All size wines chilled in
our Wine Room
FAIRFIELD CENTER,
FAIRFIELD

5

259-0673
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS.
SERLINDISCOUNTSEPUNDISCOUNTSERLINDiSCOUNl
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The Arts of New York City
The Metropolitan Museum of Art
by Mary Margaret Walsh
The Metropolitan Museum of
Art. We have all heard of it. Maybe
we have fond memories of a visit
to the museum when we were
children, but have you gone there
recently? If you are like most busy
college students you have not
found the time to do so. With the
risk of sounding didactic, I suggest you should make it a point to
find the time to go visit the Met
and explore.
Do you know what the Metropolitan Museum of Art has in store
for you? A lot. The Museum has
exhibits, special programs, talks,
films, evenings of music and
special tours.
Some of the permanent exhibits
are: Western European Arts, Twentieth Century Art, Arms and Armour, Medieval Art, Musical Instruments and the new American
Wing. One of my favorite perma-

American Pop
(continued from page 6)
ment this reminds us that the
characters are not real, yet we
easily follow Bakshi's imagination
and believe everything he has
created for us.
Concerning this new art medium, Bakshi sees the $4 million
production, "American Pop," as a
gamble. But he feels "the eighties
will tell the story on animation
features" and personally Bakshi
thinks "it will go through the
roof."
"America was built on a lot of
sweat, a lot of blood, a lot of tragedy ... something we're all getting away from," concludes Bakshi. In short, he says, "America
was built on a lot of pain" and
"American Pop" is Bakshi's way
of reminding us of the hard times
that lead to final success.

nent exhibits is the Egyptian Collection, which is considered one
of the greatest galleries in
America. The galleries now open
span the art from the Predynastic
Period, Old Kingdom, and Amarna
to Coptic periods, along with the
Temple of Dendur.
The Met also has fascinating
special exhibitions. Now through
March 15, 5,000 Years of Korean
Art will be on exhibit. Opening on
February 25 is the Raymond Beverly Sackler Gallery for Assyrian Art.
After Daguerre: Masterworks of
French Photography (1848-1900)
from the Bibliotheque Nationale,
Paris, was a small special exhibit
of 185 images which closed February 15, 1980. I was fortunate
enough to have viewed this exhibit
on the Golden Age of Photography.
The daguerrotype is a precise
image on silvered copper. This
process's quality was perfection.
One would swear by looking at

such photographs that they were
paintings. I was especially impressed with a piece entitled
"Panorama Circulaire" by Alme
Civiale. This was one continuous
picture of 14 albumen photographs taken from a paper negative. The picture was a scan of the
foothills of Petites-Rousses to the
Allemont Pass. The colors, black,
gray and white, were incredible.
Another Albumen photograph
entitled "Breaking Wave" by Gustave Le Gray caught my curiosity.
Here the colors, the boats and the
moving tide was impressive.
The Metropolitan's main building is closed all Mondays; open
Tuesdays 10:00-8:45; Wednesday
through Saturday 10:00-4:45; and
Sundays 11:00-4:45. The admission is a suggested $3.00 for
adults and $1.50 for students and
senior citizens. Clearly, the
Metropolitan Museum of Art is
well worth our time.

"110 In The Shade" Heats Up At
The Fairfield University Playhouse
by Kathleen E. O'Gorman
"110 In The Shade," Fairfield
University's third playhouse production this year, is going to be a
hot one with returning student actors from "Roar of the Greasepaint" and "Fantasticks" along
with some fresh talent. The musical is directed by Robert G.
Emerich and his associate Tom
Zingarelli, with assistant director
Nora Edmonds and producer Elisa
Loprete.
The show, which formerly appeared on Broadway, is based on
N. Richard Nash's musical "The
Rainmaker." Jones and Schmidt's
"110 In The Shade" brings us a
love story set in a drought stricken
mid-western town. Lizzie Curry,
played by Anne Marie Cusson,

aims her heart for Sheriff File
(Mike Hanophy), the most eligible
bachelor in town, with the help of
her father H.C. Curry (Andy Masini)
and brother, Noah (Ron Lignelli)
and Jimmy (Rick Lawless). Threatening to come between the happy
couple is conman Bill Starbuck
(Sal Candido). The production is
enhanced by supporting actors
Susie Smith and Don Grady, along
with a chorus of townspeople.
"110 In The Shade" will be
presented next week, February
23-28 and will be set in the
playhouse's successful Cabaret
style. All seats are reserved (and
going fast!) and can be obtained
by calling 255-5411, ext. 2204.
General admission tickets are $4
and student tickets are $2.

The Pharoahs of "Moses and

One of the evening's high points.
[Photo by Patty Lanza]

The Commuter Club's Oak Room
by Marlene Mockalis
For those of us who remained
on campus this past weekend, the
commuter Club threw a "post
game party" in the Oak Room.
Although Fairfield lost Friday's
basketball game by nine points,
the three hundred plus people
who attended the following event
managed to have a good time. The
club's president Mark Floberg and
treasurer Mark Janick sponsored
three bands with a variety of
music which everyone enjoyed.
The first band was called
"Dreamer." The members are
friends of Floberg's from high
school. They performed popular
songs by The Beatles, The Cars,
Eric Clapton, Bad Company, J.
Geils, Queen, and Billy Joel. Their
last set was their best with songs
by The Kinks, Steppenwolf, and
The Doors: "You Really Got Me,"
"Born To Be Wild," and "Roadhouse Blues." Unfortunately, they
either forgot the lyrics to most of
these songs or never learned them

in the first place.
The next band was Fairfield's
own Blues Brothers. The instrumentation was provided by an
actual record, while Steve Hollingsworth as Jake, and Jeff Provost as Elwood provided the
vocals. Dressed in black suits and
hats, and carrying briefcases, the
duo did an excellent imitation of
Belusbi and Akroyd complete with
choreographed dance steps. Favorites of the crowd were "Hey
Bartender," "Give Me Some
Lovin'," and "Soul Man."
"Moses and the Pharoahs" closed the show with music from the
fifties. Accompanied with a side
show of students wearing t-shirts
and turbans, the group brought
the audience to a fervent pitch
with the sounds of Elvis Presley
and Chuck Berry.
Although the evening fulfilled
its purpose, students who went
home for the weekend didn't miss
too much. The evening got off to a
slow start and never quite reached
full speed.

-vEmfcA
Schmidts

w
FdirNtld University Pldyhoi**
(UU Hill Rod, Foirfieia
Direckcted by
february 2 ^"2 &/Curtail &m.
Cabaret Style/Alt T&ts Ee$er*d

RoWfe Gr. Brrierick
Ticket*', t5;00 Several Adtniaion/
12.00 S\^U,$u*otCikit»*
Phone: #5-5411 / Gxl 220 4

V
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Features
Grad. Assistants: Reflecting and Projecting
by Barbara Kohout
"I determine what my day is going to be like, whether a person is
going to bother me or not." That is
the philosophy Jennifer Jones
cited in evaluating her job as a
grad assistant. She, Jim Kagdis
and Margie Andrade will be leaving Fairfield this August.
All three credit Fairfield with being a beneficial experience overall,
but are somewhat critical of their
job's structure. At this point they
have reconciled themselves to the
routine of helping operate the
Campus Center—a basically narrow designation. Margie and Jim,
however, admit that they had expected more, hoped for more,
when they began the job a year
and a half ago. Jennifer seems the
most accepting of the repetitive
task involved in the position.
The difference between the out-

looks may be due to their past experience. Margie and Jim felt that
they had functioned similarly as
undergraduates. "We were both
just as active at our Unions (the
equivalent of the Campus Center)
and that was strictly voluntary."
Jim is clearly the most dissatisfied. He came to Fairfield because
it offered the best package (a stipend and room and board in addition to tuition), but admits that
even those benefits would not attract him were he to choose again.
The two women, however, would
make the same choice even in
view of what they perceive to be
the greatest drawback—Southwell Hall.
"The Hole," as they refer to
their living quarters, is a house
located by the playhouse. They
have found it a very constrictive
environment, especially while the

women shared a bedroom for the
first year. That residence situation
is one area in which the three have
pushed for change but have never
received attention. Change, the
three noted, is a slow process at
Fairfield. This is, they feel, a by-product of the low turnover in administration. Jennifer concedes that
this is a matter of which Mr. Fitzpatrick told us right from the start.
Soon, the three will be helping
select new grad assistants. Margie and Jim are adamant on one
point. They want those who apply
to be fully aware that the job is
strictly operative in nature. This,
they feel, will save them from the

letdown which they experienced.
Also, the job will then be attractive
to the right kind of people. It is important, they stressed, that the job
is on a higher plane than the individuals have experienced before—so
they can grow into the position.
"We were frustrated because it
was a step down for us."
Hopefully, the future will hold
for Margie, Jim and Jennifer more
challenging jobs. Margie is the only one steering in the direction of
student activities. She is excited
about attending a national convention, this week, on specifically
that field.
Jim had considered a career in

student activities also, but he is
no longer interested. He claims to
be open to many possibilities and
seems confident in regard to the
future. Jennifer envisions herself
as working for the U.S. State Dept.
or as a press secretary. She, along
with the others, praised the
Graduate School of Communications in which all are enrolled.
With six months left, the grad
assistants look forward to the
fulfillment of their contract. We
hope that they take away fond
memories of Fairfield. We wish
them well in the challenging years
ahead and express our deepest
gratitude for their assistance.

Pencil Portrait
by Jill Krusinski

He credits his climb to FUSA
presidency not to prewoven
threads of fate, "... let's say I
believe in the free will," or to stellar etchings; "I read t.,e horoscope, but the day after it was intended for." Rather, FUSA President-elect, Mike Bentivegna, used
the energetic appeal which had
characterized his past involvement in SEC- and FUSA-related activities.
The image projected on the platform won the vote, but, you may
just wonder, what is the personality off stage? An egoist further inflated by the glory of victory? ...
Q: So what would you consider'
your greatest asset?
MB: I don't enjoy talking about
myself... (A study of an
egotistical despot this is
not.)... it is probably making people feel comfortable,
just sitting down with different types and getting along.
I want to make people happy.
Q. And outstanding weaknesses?
MB: Throwing myself full force
into a project; I tend to take
things too seriously.
As planned in job interview tactic fashion, the "weakness" vies
for the virtuous qualities category
and one realizes that Mike's sincerity and optimism is not dulled
with naivete. Mike Bentivegna
knows the name of the game.
Self-described as a natural
organizer, Bentivegna developed a
taste for responsibility and outspokenness which marks him as a
leader today, as it did as a child.

Being a strong contributor, and
making his views heard, more than
theatrical talent, landed him the
lead roles in the quintessential
grammar school play. Although
aware of his leadership capabilities, Mike considers himself
modest and a hard worker.
Q:
And what qualities do you
look for in others?
MB: First, I consider myself as a
friend with everybody, but
as a modest person I also
like to see that trait in
others. Modest being, capable of doing a job, but not
having the need to tell
everyone about it.
He will have a job in broadening
"the channeled interests" of Fairfield students. "I hesitate to classify Fairfield as anything (such as
preppy); I see Fairfield as unique
because all the students are
basically from the same socioeconomic background."
Distilled from dabbling in a
variety of mediums, sports, guitar,
piano, jazz, Mike defines his
tastes as "eclectic." Therefore he
will try to diversify the interests of
the university through FUSA activities.
FUSA activity plans and preparation for a strong presidential office dominate short term objectives, while long term goals include a cross country trek on bicycle or a year overseas with VISTA.
They characterize Mike Bentivegna's spirited and generous approach to the tasks he faces. It
looks as if Fairfield has made the
right choice.

Classified
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING—once a
wk. $3.50/hr. Card 300.
P/T—and wknds. Counterhelp at
Golds. Card 297. Call after 3/3.
PUBLIC ACCOUNTING—p/t leading
to f/t. Little exp. in bookkeeping.
Acct. major. Hrs. fix., sal. open.
Card 294.
REAL ESTATE SOLICITORS—Own
car a plus. Work directly with people. Must be aggressive. Card 293.
MOTHER'S HELPER—2-3 afts a wk.
12 yr. old plus new infant. Card

292.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS—few
hours a day, at your convenience.
Editorial firm, Wstpt. Card 290.
LIBRARIAN—p/t. $3.75/hr. Approx.
10 hrs./wk. in acct. firm.
SHOE FACTORY OUTLET—p/t help
in sales. 2 openings. Energetic
pleasant people. Morns or afts.
Sat. important. Exp. helpful.
$3.50-4/hr. Card 299.

HOUSEWORK—Hrs. fix. Nowlk.
Card 298.
TYPIST—need own trans. Typing
envelopes. Eve. hrs. after 5 pm.
$4/hr. Card 284.
HOUSEWORK—$4/hr. Possibly 2
morns a wk. starting as soon as
school is out. Own trans. Card 295.
HOUSEWORK—at least 2 afts./wk.
possibly 4 afts. Wstpt. Card 291.

DISCOVER THE RINGS.
.Jaw •>

. YELLOW

RJSTRIUM
New, space-age alloy
that looks as good as gold,
wears as good as gold, costs about half as much.
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER: Save .$iQ
off the regular price. (Offer valid through February 27
ONLY.)
Yellow Lustrium rings by Josten's available daily
at your bookstore.

VISA'
FOR SALE
SPEAKERS—ESS AMT1 Towers.
Like new with boxes. $450. Contact Chuck at 334-5123. 10-6.
'75 BLAZER—$9500 invested. Will
sell $5500 or best offer. Contact
Mickey at 334-5123, 10-6.
FOR RENT
NICE large room for two nonsmokers. Near stores. Sept. occupancy. Evenings 368-1985. Mrs. J.

Fairfield University Bookstore
Campus Center Building
Fairfield, CT 06430
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Cross Section

THIS WEEK'S QUESTION: What Did You Get Your
Sweetheart for Valentine's Day?
n

^W

m

1 <5&; r^SrpI
/f .

B^ ^T

Jim Kenney '81—A trip to Spain.

Rob Britt '81—You're looking at it!

Craig Leach '81—Which one?

Carla D'Ambrosio '82—A great big
hug. Any requests?

Lauretta LoCasaie '82—A huge
card.

Karen Talbot '82—Me, what else
could he possibly want?

Alex Fantoni '82—Leather accessories.

Katie Oriange '84—Twinkies!

Joe Whitlark '81—N^w batteries.

John O'Leary '84—Three thousand
kisses, no two in the same place.

AL'S PLACE

Fairfield's Two Finest Restaurants

Dogtvo:ds
2070 Post Rd.
255-2683

(corner Mill Plain Rd. & Post Rd.)

NITELY SPECIALS:

•e.g. WEDNESDAY NIGHTS 8 PM-12—All Gin &
Vodka Drinks Just 65$
•Every TUESDAY NIGHT at 8:30 PM Al's
presents uncut first-rate movies.
•On TUES. FEB. 24—Bo Derek in "10"
•Also, Tomorrow Afternoon Matinee 4 PM—
Silvester Stallone stars in "FtoCKY II"
SPECIAL FOR F.U. STUDENTS— Pitcher of Draft Beer
During Friday's movie only $2.00
(must be purchased and consumed in Dining Room)

So stop by Tuesday fights & Friday
afternoons for some beverage and a flick.

Ploy Pool, Asteroids, Plnball & Invaders

and

Wtlowby's
226 Kings Hwy
576-9124

Spend Snowball
Weekend with US!
Proper Attire Required
Lunch and Dinner • 7 Days a week

BRUNCH SUNDAYS 11 AM - 3 PM
T,/yyy?VVyyyyj?^
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Looking back at it, our friend appears rather shortsighted. In 1864, The Travelers had just started
doing business. He was concerned about the uncertain world situation and decided to stick with a job
with a future. So he turned down our offer and went on selling blacksmith supplies. The rest is history.
Our point is, in the hundred-plus years we've been doing business, The Travelers never lost
faith in the future. Through good times and bad, we've achieved our growth by daring to innovate. In
1864, we were the first company to insure against accidents. In 1919, we were the first to offer aircraft
liability insurance. In 1979, we were the first company to install the Distributed Claims Processing
Computer-the fastest way there is to pay claims. We could go on, but you get the point.
Today, The Travelers is a Fortune 500 company with wide-ranging career opportunities in
accounting, sales, engineering, underwriting, data processing, finance. We're taking the lead to make sure
no man or woman at The Travelers is shortchanged when it comes to having an equal opportunity to succeed.
*Our Representative will be visiting your campus on February 26. Your
Placement Director has additional information.
At The Travelers, we're ready to meet the future, starting yesterday.
THE TRAVELERS

The Travelers Insurance Companies, One Tower Square, Hartford, Ct. 06115
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collegiate crossword
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38 On the qui vive
39 "Monopoly" piece
40 Kind of converted
"
you not"
Denizen at 20,000
loft
fathoms
43 Drum sound
10 Pinocchio, for one 45 "Streets of San
14 Right-triangle
Francisco" star
ratio
46 Labyrinth
15 Equability
47 Suffix for hero
17 Type of sax
48 Put first things
18 Sociable
first
50 Treasury agent
19 Cakes and
20 Dr. Frankenstein's 51 One who constantly
assistant
daydreams
21 Cinema
(form 52 Ohio team
of documentary)
53 Somme summers
22 Apple coating
54 Husky vehicles
55 Crystal gazer's
24 Not much more
than a puddle
words
25 Up the
DOWN
(in jail)
1 Mr. Asimov
26 Nat and Natalie
2 "Irish Lullaby"
27 Nose
28 Units of little
place
3 Woody Allen movie
care
4
volente
29 Use a Singer
5
than life
32 Gull's relative
6 Start school
33 The Gold Coast,
7 State positively
today
34
Hashanah
8 Droop
9 "Grease" star
35 Ghent's river
36 The published word 10 Former Secretary of
Defense, and family
37 Very run-down
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Boil
Severe
Bowling button
Ryan and Castle
"— a man with..."
Bard's river
Scoring unit
Gregorian
Insignia on a
Cardinal uniform
Helicopter sound
Occasionally
Public walkway
Left fielder in
Abbott and Costello
routine
Newcomers (slang)
Actress Lee
Multi-purpose
tool
Use T.L.C.
Author Huxley
Certain frat
brothers
Sufficient
Mystical card
Type style
Demolished
Uptight
Tiny bit
World chess champ
of 1960
Prefix for cycle
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Stags Give Notre Dame Scare
(continued from page 12)
However, 48 hours later, Fairfield played probably its worst
game of the year against an
unheralded U.S. International
University squad.
Fairfield fell down 27-25 at the
half for numerous reasons. The
Stags shot ony 9 of 23 (39%), committed 9 turnovers, and ran a consistently sloppy offense..
The second half was worse.
Fairfield hit on 10 of 27 from the
floor (a sizzling 37%), while the
Gulls were deadly. They hit on 16
of 21 for 76%, while outrebounding Fairfield, 14-8. The Gulls pulled
away in the final three minutes to
win, 68-59.
An obvious factor in the loss
was the letdown the squad experienced after the Fordham win. Barakat was prepared for the letdown.
"I could tell in their faces today
and yesterday. I thought I gave
them a stimulating pep talk, saying 'They didn't come 3,000 miles
not to play.' "
T.he San Diego-based school
plays only six games at home all
year. The following night, the
Gulls knocked off University of
Rhode Island.
"We weren't ready tonight and
that's the coach's fault," Barakat

summarized.
The Stags could not have been
more ready on Monday night
against Notre Dame.
Fairfield broke open the game
near the end of the first half,
building their lead to as big as
eight, 27-19.
~*Solid defense, rebounding, and
an extraordinary 17-point first half
performance by Palazzi gave the
Stags their slim lead.
Fairfield built on that lead to
begin the second half and seemed
to control the tempo for the first
ten minutes of the second half.
Two Pete DeBisschop layups
and a pair of Joe Sharkey baskets
gave Fairfield a 47-42 advantage
with ten minutes left in the game.
At this point, the Stags entered
their second shooting drought.
The Stags didn't score for over six
minutes, enabling the Irish to rip
off a dozen points and to take a
54-47 lead. But the Stags still
weren't done.
Joe Sharkey hit a basket to end
the Notre Dame streak and rebounded an Irish misfire.
With 1:45 to play, junior Rich
D'Antonio drove the lane and
scored a layup. Unfortunately, the
hardnosed ballplayer fell to the
court and had to be carried off the

floor.
Fairfield got the ball back when
John Paxson missed from outside,
setting the stage for little-used
Mike Aldridge to introduce himself
to countless Notre Dame fans.
The 6-0 transfer knocked in a
long jumper to cut the lead to
54-53 with :20 to play.
Kelly Tripucka was fouled with
:15 left and the 6-6 senior calmly
hit both.
Again, Aldridge rifled in a long
jumper, with only eight seconds to
play.
On Notre Dame's last possession, Joe Sharkey fouled center
Bill Varner. Six seconds remained
as Varner hit only one of two free
throws. Notre Dame knocked the
ball out of bounds with three
seconds to play and Fairfield set
up for a chance to send the game
into overtime.
Unfortunately, Fairfield had no
timeouts remaining and had to get
the ball inbounded right away.
Captain Mike Palazzi took a
jumper from 25 feet that barely
missed tying the game. Jerry
Johnson banked in the rebound,
but time had run out for Fairfield,
as the Irish escaped with a 57-55
win.

Athlete of the Week
"I'm very pleased. She has been
our most consistent player this
season. I think it is an honor for
her to get it as a Freshman."
Coach Diane Nolan spoke those
words about her Freshman forward Carolyn Hodges after her
selection as Athlete of the Week.
"I'm honored. I think it's exciting as a Freshman," stated
Hodges concerning the honor.
The Rockville, Maryland, native
was cited for her powerful inside
play against Marist Saturday
night. In that contest, she reigned
in the foul lane, scoring 22 points
and snaring 21 rebounds to lead
her team to a 68-44 victory over the
visitors.
"The shots were falling and I
was in the right position in the
right time. We worked it well inside," commented the forward, explaining her success Saturday
night.
That night Senior Captain Donna Margine was still looking for

sounded to begin the 200-medley
relay. As she finished, Lori Bean
and JoAnne Quintan, the second
and third swimmers in the relay,
had been given a comfortable
lead. Both swam superbly and increased Lorilee's lead. By the time
anchor Maura Feeley had finished,
the Stags had lapped Marine. The
relay was indicative of what was to
follow. With the exception of one
race, the girls finished 1-2 in every
event.
After their defeat at West Point,
this victory was a sweet one for

Biquor Barrel
■

1434 Post Road

Deliveries Thurs., Fri. & Sat—6 P.M.

Call259-1764

BUDWEISER

72

»10

+ Tax
+ Dep.
Case 12 oz. Bottle

Lowest Price Allowable By Law!

LIQUOR BARREL
CUTS THE PRICE!
$Q81 ++ Tax
Dep.
^PCase

12 oz. Export Bottle

Sold In Cases Only.

The Rockville native is no
stranger to outstanding basketball. Her high school team, Holy
Cross, recently won its 100th consecutive game. Hodges talked
about what it was like to play on
such a powerful team. She stated,
"It was exciting to be undefeated
all those years, but it was tough
because everybody was out to
beat us."
Coming out of such an impressive program, Hodges had
many college recruiters seeking
her services. The forward commented on her choice of Fairfield,
"I wanted to go to a school where I
could make a contribution."

Stag Skiiers
Enjoy Success

Swimmers Destroy Merchant Marine
by Kevin O'Keefe
When the girls' swim team of
Merchant Marine came torai.i leld
on Wednesday, February 11th, to
face the Stags, they didn't know
what they were getting themselves into.
They should have stayed home.
The Lady Stags outclassed them
in every event and won running
away, 89-19.
After the first race you could tell
this was not going to be a very
competitive meet. Lorilee Healy
took off like a rocket as the gun

the elusive 1,500th point in her
career. Hodges commented on
Margine's effect on the team
against the New Jersey school,
"We're so proud that she is a team
player. She had a lot of assists to
me that night. That tells you what
kind of player she is. She worked
with us and got it inside."

by Keith Hughes
ris, which is the hottest team in
the girls. Coach Pyrch explained,
Racing down a steep slalom
the league—by recruiting skiers,
"We were given a gocd beating at
they are in sole possession of first
West Point, Merchant Marine was course on a cold winter day is explace.
citing
to
the
students
on
the
ski
more of our type of team. There
Chris Cardell, the president of
were a number of combinations team. The members of the team
the club, feels that the team might
that worked against us at Army." dream of more snow, while others
be able to place 3rd in their league.
What Coach Pyrch is saying is on campus crave the warm
The club loves to ski and that is
simple. West Point is a class weather of spring.
reflected in their performances.
organization that supports a large
.Twenty-five students tried out
All the teams in the league are
team. Merchant Marine had the
very close, making for some exsame number of swimmers as for the 12-member squad on the
citing races.
Fairfield and, as they found out, Thursday after Christmas break.
they were no competition for our Races started that Saturday.
Everyone on the team has been
The team practices every Thursladies.
day night and races on Saturday
Maura Feeley capped off her turning in good performances,
each week, praying that there is
good performance in the relay making for a successful season
good snow at the end of the week..
with later victories in the 50-, 100-, thus far. All the races to date have
The team is looking forward to a
and 200-meter freestyles. Her time been held at Hidden Valley in New
great day of racing at the Central
of 31:23.1 in the 50-meter freestyle Jersey. Each racer runs through
Invitational on February 28th at
was a personal best. Lorilee Healy the course twice and then the two
times
are
added
together
for
a
Mt. Southington. There will be
and Andrea Cinnine won two events
over 20 teams competing and the
each. Lorilee won the 50-meter final time. The first race of the
race starts at 11:30. The team just
breaststroke and 100-meter back- season was the Middlesex County
raced on Wednesday against Yale,
stroke, while Andrea picked up vic- College Invitational Meet where
Central, and Trinity after having
tories in the 50-meter backstroke the team placed 3rd out of 15
teams and an outstanding perforthe meet postponed a week due to
and 100-meter individual medley.
rain.
The divers handled Marine just mance was turned in by Patricia
as easily. Kit Armour had a very Sullivan, who placed 2nd out of all
Members of the team include
successful meet and Coach Pyrch the girls competing.
Chris Cardell, President, Patricia
called it "her best performance of
The next two races were league Sullivan, Vice-President, Vid Marthe year." The diving competition
meets in which the team placed
garone, Pat Carolan, Bill "Prose"
was put into perspective by Pyrch:
4th
and
3rd
respectively.
The
Proceller, Rich Clarkin, Doug Ben"I look for consistency; today we
15-team league has some good
net, Larry Thalmann, Jerry Salerfound it. As a rule we usually pull
skiing schools such as Princeton,
no, Pete McKay, Kevin O'Driscoll,
in solid marks."
Rutgers, Lehigh, Central Connec- Mitch
Clarfield
and
Bob
The ladies record now stands at
ticut, and County College of Mor- Ramothaler.
3-3. They travel to Southern Connecticut State College on Wednesday, February 18, in hope of enLET YOUR MONEY SNOWBALL
ding their season over .500. Later
ve ..save.
this month the season will come
to a close at the New England
Swimming Championships at Northeastern University on February
26, 27 and 28.
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Stags Terrify Irish — Lose 57-55
by Patrick Reap
In a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
week for Fairfield basketball, the
Stags played two superb games
with probably their worst effort of
the year in between.
Fairfield was excellent in Wednesday night's emotional 55-53
victory over Fordham. Two nights
later, a completely different team
was humbled by U.S. International
University, 68-59. This past Monday, much of the college basketball world was shocked as Fairfield came ever so close to dealing
14th-ranked Notre Dame its second home loss all year, succumbing 57-55.
After last night's battle with
Holy Cross at Madison Square
Garden, the Stags take on Rutgers
University there Saturday night
and play Fairleigh Dickinson here
Tuesday night at 8:00. The Stags
end their regular season next
Saturday with a home game
against Manhattan College.
Wednesday night, six hours
after Fred Barakat announced that
he would not return for the '81-'82
season, the Stags played their
best game of the year, knocking
off Fordham University, 55-53. A
balanced attack, a thundering
Fairfield crowd and a 30-foot
bomb by Hank Foster with three
seconds to play paved the way for
the Stag win.
After Fordham took a quick 6-4
lead, the Stags went on a 14-3
spurt to take their biggest lead of
the game, 18-9. The spurt was aid-

ed by six points by both Bobby
Hurt and Pete DeBisschop.
However, the outside shooting
of Ram guard Mark Murphy
brought Fordham back. Murphy,
who received a cascade of boos
from the partisan crowd every
time he touched the ball, hit on
four field goal attempts without a
miss.
A Jerry Johnson tip-in to end
the half gave Fairfield a 31-27 lead.
Both teams traded baskets for
the bulk of the second half. A Bobby Hurt 15-foot jumper gave the
Stags their eighth six-point lead of
the half, 51-45. The Rams came
right back with six unanswered
points to tie the game at 51.
With 5:37 to play, Hank Foster
hit from 18 feet for a 53-51 lead.
The Stags would not score again
for 5:34.
Murphy tied the game with
another long jumper at 53. After a
Hank Foster miss, a Fairfield
steal, and a Palazzi miss, Fordham
called timeout with 3:21 to play.
The Rams ran their very patient
offense, working for the final shot.
However, with :34 to play, Barakat
instructed Bobby Hurt to foul 6-2
sophomore guard David Maxwell.
"The big play was when I told
Hurt to purposely foul Maxwell
with thirty seconds to go. That
was the turning point that allowed
us to win."
Maxwell missed the free throw
and Pete DeBisschop snagged the
rebound. After a Stag timeout,
Fairfield barely pushed the ball

across halfcourt before the ten second violation.
Fordham's Tony Foust fouled
Bobby Hurt twice in the next fifteen seconds, but Fairfield was
still not going to the line because
they weren't in.the bonus situation.
With a dozen seconds left, Fairfield called another timeout to set
up for their last shot. With five
seconds remaining, Hank Foster
looked at the clock and lofted a
bomb from thirty long feet away. It
hit nothing but net. Fordham
called timeout as the fans applause blew the roof off the gym.
With three seconds left, Fordham managed to get one pass in
without any time taken off the
clock and called another timeout.
This time, Tony Foust's inbounds pass was broken up by
Joe Sharkey and Fairfield had
handed Fordham its first ECAC
Metro region loss.
In the Stag locker room, the
theme was constant': the thundering Stag crowd was a large factor
in the win. Freshman Bobby Hurt
summed up the team's thoughts
saying, "The crowd was a plus all
the way. They gave us all the incentive we needed and we thank
'em for that."
Center Pete DeBisschop responded, "The crowd was unbelievable; it's the best they've ever
been. There was so much electricity in the gym. It was the best
crowd in my two years."
Even Fordham head coach Tom

Lady Stags Crush New Haven
by Chris Byrd
After losing their fifth straight
game—to Eastern Connecticut
Thursday, 62-55—Coach Diane
Nolan's Lady Stags rebounded
nicely to rout Marist Saturday,
68-44, and New Haven Monday,
71-53. In that game, Senior Captain Donna Margine surpassed
1,500 points in career scoring. The
Lady Stags now stand at 7-16.
Ankle injuries plagued the Lady
Stags Thursday at Eastern as they
lost, 62-55. Nolan's five was
without the services of Sophomore Center Liz Pulie, who was
out with a badly sprained ankle.
She was replaced in the starting
lineup by Teale Stevens. She filled
in well, scoring 12 first half points
that were instrumental in giving
Fairfield a 31-22 halftime advan-

tage. However, Stevens went
down with an ankle injury of her
own. She broke her ankle and appears lost for the season.
Her absence and offensive turnovers hurt Nolan's quintet in the
second half as they fell behind the
hosts. They fought back, however,
and eventually tied the ball game.
Eastern slowed the Lady Stag
surge with apress. The Lady Stags
lost their composure against the
press.
Nolan commented, "We folded
under the pressure." Eastern's
defensive pressure caused Lady
Stag turnovers and enabled Eastern to pull away with a 7 point victory.
Saturday, against Marist at
home, the Lady Stags ended their

Lady Stag freshman Carolyn Hodges rips down one of her 21 rebounds
in Saturday's 68-44 shellacking of Marist. Hodges, from powerful Holy
Cross H.S. in Rockville, Md., also chipped in 22 points.
[Photo by Patty Tobin)

losing streak with an easy 68-44
victory over the visitors.
The first half was a fairly even
one with Fairfield holding the lead,
but Nolan's five was never able to
pull away from the persistent Marist squad until the closing
minutes. Freshman Liz Sterling
came off the bench to hit two
jumpers and to give a 35-25
halftime advantage.
In the second half, Fairfield
proved themselves to be the
superior team. Behind the strong
inside play of Freshman Carolyn
Hodges, who had 22 points and 21
rebounds on the night, the Lady
Stags easily handled the overmatched Marist squad to win by 24.
Monday, at home against New
Haven, all eyes were on Donna
Margine.
With thirty seconds remaining
in the first half and Fairfield ahead
by nine, Margine hit a short jumper
from the left baseline that put the
Lady Stags up by 11. With that
basket, Margine scored her 1,500
career point as a Lady Stag. The
basket, in addition to being a great
landmark in Margine's career,
gave the Lady Stags a great boost
as they clicked with two fast break
baskets to a 15-point advantage at
the half.
Margine commented on reaching the scoring plateau, "I'm glad
it's all over. I'm really relieved. The
coaches and the rest of the team
have been really super. I owe a lot
to them." Everyone in the
gym—players and fans alike—was
anxious to see Margine reach the
1,500 level. The Senior com-,
mented, "I knew New Haven had a
good scrappy team. I was more
concerned with winning. I was trying to play good team ball and
good "D."
She continued, "The shots I had
in the beginning just jumped in
and out." Midway through the half,
Nolan removed Margine from the
contest. She returned with 1:07
left. Said Margine of her coach's
move, "It helped a little bit with my
composure."
The Margine basket didn't halt
the New Haven squad as they got
off to a quick start in the second
half, cutting the Fairfield lead
from 15 to 6. Fairfield began to
click offensively behind the play
of Liz Sterling, Johana Warner,
and Loretta Goerke, as the Lady
Stags built up a 19-point lead at
one juncture and coasted to an
easy 71-53 victory.

VICTORY! Head coach Fred Barakat, who had announced seven hours
earlier that this was his last year at Fairfield, is carried off the court by
Stag players after a 55-53 win over Fordham. Visible Stags are captain
Rich Wejnert (left) and Pete DeBisschop (right). [Photo by Kevin Kumke]
Penders gave credit to the Stag
crowd. "It's a ten point advantage
when you play here. I wish our students would make as much
noise."
Fred Barakat, who earlier in the"
year said the fans weren't the
same because the spirit had
changed, commented, "This was a
crowd of yesteryear. It was a super
crowd."
Hero Hank Foster described his
winning shot:

"It wasn't a designed play. They
switched their defense from manto-man to a 1-3-1 zone defense.
When I got the ball, I looked at the
clock and shot. I didn't see it go in,
but I heard the crowd noise and
knew it went in."
After Sharkey's defensive gem
at the other end of the court, the
Stags carried their coach off the
court to yet another thundering
crowd ovation.
Continued on page 11

Pepitone Addresses
Oak Room Crowd
Mantle and he would show up at
by Ken Vaughn
The man who first introduced the park "blitzed." One time it cost
Pepitone dearly, as he played nine
hair dryers to major league baseinnings of a scrimmage game at
ball entertained an Oak Room audience of 100 people last Tuesday West Point while under the influence of a hangover.
night. A clean-shaven Joe PepiPepitone said Houk had his own
tone (George Steinbrenner orsolutions for breaking the team
dered him to shave his beard),
known for his off-field antics out of a slump. "Houk used to
have us start a fight on the field
almost as well as his on-field
heroics, shared stories and advice when we were in a losing streak. I
used to like to get into the fight
with baseball and Pepitone fans
because it would be stopped in 30
alike for 90 minutes.
Pepitone, who hit back-to-back seconds." However, Pepitone rein the New York Yankee line-up layed one story that did not end up
with Mickey Mantle, made it for the best: "One time we were in
known from the start that his on- the middle of an eight or nine
field statistics took a back seat to game losing streak and we had an
the personal experiences he en- exhibition game coming up
joyed. "I got a letter from the Hall against the Milwaukee Braves.
of Fame the other day; my hair
"Houk told us before the game
dryer and first wig have been plac- that he wanted a fight started in
the game. I would motion for a
ed in the Hall of Fame."
Pepitone's 131/2-year career pick-off at first base and hit the
spanned four teams in America runner in the head with my glove.
and one brief stint in Japan. "I Well, in the third inning, Milwausigned a three-year contract to kee gets a runner on first and
Houk winks at me from the dugplay in Japan. I left after 12 days. I
didn't like the game or the condi- out. I turn around and see that Joe
tions. In my first eight trips to the Adcock is the runner; Adcock is
plate, I was hit with the ball six 6'9", he's huge. I look into the
times. After the first couple of dugout and Houk gives me the sigdays, I knew I had to get out of nal to start a fight. I hesitate for
here. I tried to think of ways I awhile.
"Finally, I gave the signal to
could leave and still collect the
payola. Finally, I decided to try to Whitey (Ford), and he threw over
hurt myself by chasing foul balls to first base. I tapped Adcock
way out of play and running into lightly on the head. He says,
the wall. The fans must have 'Why'd you hit me?' I said, 'C'mon,
thought I was nuts; here would Joe. I didn't mean anything by it.'
come this foul ball way in the Meanwhile, he's got me by the colstands and they would see me lar and lifted me off the ground.
crashing into the fence along side- The Milwaukee dugout empties to
lines. I never got hurt. I packed my help him; I turn around and see not
bags and left a few days later."
one of my teammates coming on
Baseball in America treated the field to help me."
Pepitone a lot better. "The YanPepitone is now back with the
kees are a first-class organization. Yankees as a special assignment
Even after you leave baseball, scout and a hitting and fielding inthey'll try to help you out or line up structor for the Yankees minor
a job for you." While in New York, league system. "I love being back
Pepitone said he enjoyed playing and they are glad I'm back. Now I
for Ralph Houk, the manager who don't have to sell pillows out of
led the Yankees into the World the back of my car."
Pepitone expressed his admiraSeries in the early 60's. Like Leo
Durocher, who Pepitone played for tion for the Yankee organization
in Chicago, Houk would allow you by saying, "I'd love to be the
to do anything as long as you pro- owner of the New York Yankees."
As for future promotion, Pepitone
duced day in and day out.
With such a lifestyle code, Pepi- said, "I go day-by-day with it so I
tone and Mantle found plenty of don't get disappointed." In case
time to engage in non-baseball ac- there was any doubt, he made it
tivities. The former first baseman clear: "I'd love to manage the
said there were many a time when Yankees."

